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Abstract

Kurt Mehlhorn’s foundational results in computational geometry provide not only a basis for practical
geometry systems such as Leda and CGAL, they also, in the spirit of Euclid, provide a sound basis for
geometric truth. This article shows how Mehlhorn’s ideas from computational geometry have influenced work
on the logical basis for constructive geometry. In particular there is a sketch of new decidability results for
constructive Euclidean geometry as formulated in computational type theory, CTT. Theorem proving systems
for type theory are important in establishing knowledge to the highest standards of certainty, and in due course
they will play a significant role in geometry systems.

1 Introduction

It is an honor to be associated with a scientist of the stature of Kurt Mehlhorn, and I knew his potential
before most other computer scientist because I supervised his excellent PhD thesis [Meh76] finished at
Cornell in 1974, a copy of which still sits on my bookshelf. I’ve enjoyed several occasions to open this thesis
since 1974 – once to aid my explanation on the telephone to a famous logician who in the 1990’s had tried
unsuccessfully to prove one of Kurt’s theorems and wanted to know about the thesis proof.

In this short article I focus on a common career long interest which Kurt and I share. We have both
spent considerable effort on the design, implementation, and deployment of software systems that automate
important intellectual tasks used in applications of computer science to mathematics and other sciences.
Moreover, our systems share the feature that they are based on computational mathematics and required
many new results in theoretical and experimental computer science to build and extend them. They are in
themselves contributions to the science of computing. I will focus on the Leda [MN99] system and related
work [Meh84, BFMS97, BFMS99, KMS06, FW96] associated with Kurt and his colleagues and on the Nuprl
[CAB+86, ABC+06] system associated with me and my research group.

The task of assembling a team to design, build, and deploy large software systems requires management
and marketing skills as well as technical expertise, and it may be noteworthy that Kurt and I have both
spent part of our careers in high level science administration, perhaps because we learned from assembling
our research groups how to manage research and market ideas. We also learned to advocate effectively for
computer science, in part by recognizing that while it is one of the youngest sciences, it has become essential
to progress in all the others. Computing became essential through its technologies and through the new
scientific results required to ensure that systems designed to aid scientific thought led to reliable methods
and certain knowledge.

At this point in the development of computer science, the field is much admired for its technologies and
artifacts. I see this as a good time to stress that while computer science has created stunning new technologies
used in science, engineering, government, business, and everyday life, it has also created deep fundamental
knowledge and even more significantly, entirely new ways of knowing. These aspects of computer science
will be stressed in this article. I especially enjoy the contributions computing has made to some of the
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oldest investigations in science and mathematics, those concerned with geometry – its core truths and their
applications.

2 Mathematics-Based Software Systems

Background Here is what I mean by a mathematics-based software system. First, the objects manipulated
by the system can be defined mathematically and go beyond numbers to include functions, polynomials,
equations, matrices, polygons, Voronoi diagrams, types, sets, algebraic systems, proofs, and so forth – even
formalized theories. These objects have a clear mathematical meaning that forms the basis of a precise
semantics which the system must respect. For example, there might be a data type of infinite precision
computable real numbers that should precisely relate to the conventional mathematical definition of real
numbers; the notion of a polynomial should relate to the algebraic one, and the notion of a polygon should
be recognizable, etc.

Second, the system provides algorithms for manipulating the data, and these algorithms satisfy properties
that can be precisely formulated as design specifications. The algorithms should be efficient and clear. For
example, an algorithm to find integer square roots should behave in the standard way, e.g. the root r of n
should be such that r2 ≤ n and also n < (r + 1)2.

Third, there is a notion of what it means for an algorithm to be correct according to the standard semantics
for its specification, and correctness can be grounded in a firm notion of mathematical truth.

Fourth, the system should collect and organize its information in a way that contributes to a library of
scientific knowledge.

Fifth, the system should present information using notations that conform to standard mathematical
practice, e.g. can be presented in Tex or MathML, etc. In general the understanding necessary to use such
systems should be grounded in mathematics education, and it should be possible to use them in teaching
mathematics at the college level.

There are other characteristics of these systems that are important but not defining. For example,
there will be a clear relevance to mathematical problems that arise in science, applied mathematics, and
engineering. There will be a long history of the concepts that can be respected in the cultural aspects of
the system. The system can support many levels of abstraction and translate between them, say relating
infinite precision reals to multiple precision reals or relating planar regions of R2 to discrete graphs.

As these systems have been built, used, and studied we have seen that they have become models of larger
issues in computer science such as the problem of providing a precise machine-useable semantics to concepts
from science. They have raised new questions in computing theory, such as how to define the computational
complexity of higher-order functions and operators and how to define the notion of a mathematical type. In
general these systems have made ideas from computational mathematics very precise and practical.

Outline Geometry is one of the oldest branches of mathematics, and its axiomatic presentation in Euclid’s
Elements [Hea56] circa 300 BCE also marks a critical time in the development of logic, applying Aristotle’s
ideas from the Organon circa 350 BCE to mathematics. I will use computational geometry and logic to illus-
trate the transformative power of computer science on the sciences and on the very means for constructing
objective knowledge. For both of these topics there are mathematics-based systems that support computa-
tional work. Leda [MN99, KN] is one of the most influential systems for computational geometry, and Nuprl
[CAB+86, ABC+06] has been an influential system for computational logic. Using ideas from Leda, in the
last section (Section 6), I sketch a new result for constructive Euclidean geometery, namely that equality
and congruence of line segments is decidable, as is equality of points.

3 Computational Geometry, Leda and CGAL

Computational Euclidean geometry is grounded in analytic geometry where points are represented by
tuples of real numbers; thus even the simplest geometric facts depend on real arithmetic, and this poses
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Figure 1.

deep theoretical and practical problems. Consider the following very simple example from the Leda book.
Suppose we have two lines l1 and l2 which pass through the origin and have different positive slopes; then
we know that they intersect in exactly one point and that in the positive quadrant, one line remains above
the other as we see in Figure 1.

If we examine points on these lines at increments of 0.001 on the x-axis starting at 0, we would expect
to see that at 0 they intersect, but at all other points, those on one line are above the other, say l1 points
are above those on l2. However, as the Leda account shows, if we test this belief using C++ floating point
arithmetic, we find something else entirely – the lines intersect multiple times and which line is on top
changes as well. This bizarre behavior results from the character of floating point arithmetic. Floating point
representation of lines leads to what is called braided lines as in Figure 2. When we look in detail at the
floating point representation of a straight line, we see that it is a step function because there are only finitely
many floating point values. In the Leda book, Kurt and Stephan Näher use this diagram in Figure 2 to
explain the problem.

A considerable amount of theoretical work was devoted to providing definitions of real number sufficient
to support a computational geometry that is logically sound and yet efficient. Leda has a robust concept
of infinite precision real numbers [BC90] called bigfloats. These generalize floating point arithmetic, but
equality and order are not decidable relations on these numbers, and computations with them are slow. This
is a problem with all attempts that I know about to use infinite precision reals in serious computations.
However, Leda can use bigfloats as a tool to implement another notion of real number.

The Leda system also incorporated algebraic numbers defined by the type real. These correspond to the
numbers used in constructive analysis [Bis67, JMR78, MRR88] and in the work of Edwards [Edw05] on
algebra, i.e. those real numbers that are roots of polynomials with rational coefficients. These numbers
are formed using addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and k − th roots of rational numbers for all
natural numbers k. The rationals are formed with infinite precision integers.

It is possible to compute the sign of reals, but not the sign of bigfloats. Leda uses a theorem that determines
a bound on the number of bigfloat digits whose mantissa can be calculated from the symbolic representation
of the real. The idea is that if r is an expression for a real, then we can find an expression sep(r) called the
separation bound such that val(r) 6= 0 implies that the absolute value of val(r) is greater than or equal to
sep(r), and we can easily calculate sep(r). This result is important for the logic of computational geometry.
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Figure 2.

4 Computational Logic and Nuprl

We have seen that there is a need for logically sound computable real numbers in geometry systems like
Leda and CGAL. The need also arises in computer algebra systems in order to prove that various algebraic
algorithms over the reals are correct [Buc00, Jac95]. This has led to developing formal logical theories of
computable real numbers. There is a long history of this subject in mathematics going back to the 18th as
part of the arithmetization of analysis.

For theorem provers such as Coq [BC04] and Nuprl which are based on constructive logic, it is important
to formulate theorems about the reals that are constructively valid. For the Cornell group this work is based
on the book Constructive Analysis [Bis67, BB85] and other writings of Errett Bishop. Even simple results
such as the Intermediate Value Theorem (IVT) do not hold in their classical form. Figure 3 suggests a
simple counterexample to IVT based on the idea that if we could find the root of the simple piecewise linear
function in the diagram, then we could decide whether the real number a was positive or negative, but this
cannot be decided for constructive real numbers. Just below we provide a constructively valid version of
IVT [For93] proved in Nuprl.

Some definitions and theorems in the Nuprl theory of reals Mark Bickford has recently defined
constructive reals that include the rational numbers and integers as subtypes, N v Z v Q v R. This is
equivalent to Bishop’s definition which was formalized exactly by Forester [For93] and is repeated below by
copying the definition directly from the Nuprl library.

Bishop Reals
R == {x : Seq((Q) | (∀i : N+ . |x(i)− x(j)| ≤ 1/i + 1/j)}.

Equality
(r = s) == ∀n : N+ . |r(n) − s(n)| ≤ 2/n

Definition as an extension of Rationals A real number is either a rational or a pair of functions r(n),
δ(r;n) that gives the nth approximation to the real and its “error bar”.

R ==
Q ∪ {r:N → Q × Infinitesimal|

let x,err = r in ∀i,j:N. (|(x i) - (x j)| ≤ (err(i) + err(j)))} + Void.
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Figure 3.

The + Void makes reals be marked with inl, so that we can later use things marked inr for complex
numbers. An infinitesimal is just a decreasing sequence of rationals with limit zero.

Infinitesimal ==
{p:N → Q × (N+ → N)|
let f,g = p in

(∀i:N. (0 ≤ (f i))) &
(∀i,j:N. ((i ≤ j) ⇒ ((f j) ≤ (f i)))) &
(∀n:N+. f (g n) < (1/n))}.

Bickford proved Cantor’s theorem in Nuprl with his definition.

Cantor’s theorem

∀z:N → R. ∀x,y:R. ((x < y) ⇒ (∃u:R. ((x < u) & (u < y) & (∀n:N. u 6= z n)))).
rpositive(r) == ∃n:N. δ(r;n) < r(n).
x<y == rpositive(y - x).

x 6= y == (x < y) ∨ (y < x).

Continuous functions
To state the Intermediate Value Theorem, we need the notion of a continuous function on an interval [a, b].
∃w : R → R . ∀ε : R+. w(ε) > 0 & (∀x : [a, b]. ∀y : [a, b]. |x− y| ≤ w(ε) ⇒ |f(x)− f(y)| ≤ ε).

Theorem IVT
∀a : R . ∀b : R . a < b → (∀f : R → R . f cont on [a, b] ⇒

f(b) > 0 ⇒ −(f(a)) > 0 ⇒ (∀ε : R+.∃c : [a, b].|f(c)| < ε)).

The formal proof provides a procedure which picks the midpoint c of [a, b] and tests whether |f(c)| < ε. If
so, the result is established, otherwise |f(c)| > 0 and it follows that either f(c) > 0 or −f(c) > 0. Now we
repeat the procedure on the intervals [c, b] or [a, c]. The procedure terminates because the diameter of the
intervals goes to 0 and by continuity, the diameter of the range of f goes to 0 as well.
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The proof is inductive with the following induction hypothesis.

Bisecting
bisects (a; b; f; ε; n) == (∃ c : [a, b] . |f(c)| < ε ) ∨

(∃ α : [a, b]. ∃ β : [a, b]. β − α = 1/2n ∗ b− a &
f(β ) > 0 & − (f(α )) > 0).

Complex Numbers In Constructive Analysis [Bis67, BB85] Bishop and Bridges develop a substantial
amount of complex analysis over the complex numbers as ordered pairs of reals. They give a constructive
proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra (FTA) and the Riemann Mapping Theorem. The FTA has
been formalized in the provers Coq and HOL [Har98], and articles about the efforts are forthcoming. We
will discuss below the relationship of Bishop’s work to geometry and to the type of algebraic numbers used
in Leda.

5 Constructive Euclidean Geometry

Ever since Descartes introduced analytic geometry and translated geometric questions into analysis, math-
ematicians have realized that there are other rigorous ways to study geometry beyond Euclid’s. Nevertheless
Euclidean geometry has been the subject of sustained axiomatic and logical analysis right up to the present.
New proofs in the style of Euclid are being published even now such as the Steiner-Lehmus theorem that if
two angle bisectors of a triangle are equal in length, then the triangles must be isosceles [GM63]. Two of
the most cited works are Hilbert’s Foundations of Geometry [Hil21],Tarski’s decision procedure for geometry
based on the first-order theory of real closed fields [TG99], and von Plato’s axiomatization in type theory
[vP95]. I am also thinking along these lines using computational type theory (CTT), and I sketch below
some new ideas on decidability that were influenced by Kurt’s work and which we will implement via Nuprl
in due course. I appreciate that constructive Euclidean geometry captures the spirit of Euclid’s work in
a 21st century style, continuing the 2,300 year tradition of teaching and investigating this body of work.
Interestingly the logical approach connects well to Descartes deep study of the nature of certain knowledge,
and here I have connected the Leda and Nuprl work to the topic of certain knowledge. I mean this account of
geometry to be intuitive and strongly tied to Euclid’s approach because that is such a widely known starting
place for geometry – and thus a vehicle to explain computational type theory.

5.1 Primitive Abstractions, Definitions, and Displays

We use these types Point, Ray, Line, Angle, Figure, and these primitive terms, point{p : atom},
between(a; p; b), ray(a; b), origin(r), dest(r), line(r), on(p; l), angle(a; b; c), right(p; l), left(p; l),
ipoint(r; p; q), nonparallel(l1; l2), circle(p; r), ctr(c), rad(c), leftcpt(c1; c2; r), rightcpt(c1; c2; r).

Point Points are the basic data type; we will see later that we can reduce every concept to points in some
sense. The elements of the type Point include given points which are canonical or irreducible elements of
the type. We use the terms point{a : atom} for these where a is just a name. There are other terms for
points that arise from axioms that tell under what conditions we have a point. For example, if we know
that two lines will intersect, they can be extended to intersect in a constructed point. One of these
“straightedge” constructions is given by nonparallel(l1; l2) which is created (or found) by extending
straight line segments. Another constructed point is found by connecting given points p and q forming a
line known to intersect the ray r, the constructed point is denoted by ipoint(r; p; q). Axiom 6, a continuity
axiom, brings this term into the theory as a constructed point in the type Point.

As with all types, Point comes with an equality relation, p = q in Point. Given points are equal only if
they have the same names. If a term reduces to a point, as we see in the next definition, it is equal to that
point.
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Rays Ray is a primitive type whose elements are directed straight line segments called rays which have a
direction from an origin point a to a destination point b. We can imagine a ray as a one dimensional object
consisting of points constructed using a idealized straightedge. The canonical term denoting this
construction is ray(a; b), and that concrete term defines the logical object, quite distinct from the imagined
ideal object.

We say that a is the origin of the ray ray(a; b) and b is the destination; we write these for a ray r as
origin(r) and dest(r). Two rays are equal, r1 = r2 in Ray, iff they have the same origin and the
destination. They are congruent if they have the same length, see below. The term origin(ray(a; b))
reduces by a computation rule of the logic to the term a which will be a point if ray(a; b) is known to be in
the type Ray, likewise dest(ray(a; b)) reduces to b.

We say that the origin and destination points are on the ray, on(origin(r); r), on(dest(r); r), and also we
have the betweenness relation for points between the origin and destination that are on the ray, say p so
that between(origin(r); p; dest(r)).

In addition to equality on rays, we introduce another primitive equivalence relation called
congruence(Euclid’s terminology). We say that one ray is congruent to another, r1 ' r2, meaning that
they have the same length; but we do not treat length as a numerical quantity. If we did, it would be a
positive real number since the origin and destination of a ray are distinct points.

Segments Intuitively segments are finite straight lines, what Euclid calls a line and many authors call a
segment. We define the type Segment from the type Ray using a quotient operation.

Segment == Ray//x = y iff (origin(x) = origin(y) & dest(x) = dest(y) ∨ origin(x) =
dest(y) & dest(x) = origin(y)).

The type used to define segments is the quotient type. In general if T is a type and eq is an equivalence
relation on T , then T//eq is the type whose elements are from T but whose equality is given by eq instead
of the equality of T . This is an elegant way to define such notions as the integers modulo a number. In this
case, the quotient operation hides the direction of the ray. In classical mathematics this quotient
construction is accomplished using equivalence class, but that is not a good definition for computation.

The identity function maps from Ray to Segment, and we say that Ray is a subtype of Segment, written
Ray v Segment. Given any construction with rays, it can also be done by reversing all the rays, and the
results map out to segments as well. Lines have no direction, but we can orient them by generating them
by rays.

Line A straight line is another primitive concept, an element of the atomic type Line. Straight lines are
unbounded objects consisting of points “that lie continuously on a line.” We can imagine them as infinite
in extent, but they are created by extending a ray. Given a ray r, the line specified is given by the
primitive line(r). If we do not want to use the orientation of the line, we can treat r as a segment.
Associated with lines and points is the atomic relation on(p; l) where p is a point and l is a line. By
generating lines from rays, we settle an issue about lines, that they have at least two points on them,
namely on(origin(r), line(r)) and on(dest(r), line(r)).

Figures Intuitively a circle is the set of all points in a plane at an equal positive distance, called the
radius, from a point called the center. To say this we use congruence. Given a point p for the center, and a
ray r for the radius, we will have an axiom that allows us to construct a circle, imagine using a compass to
do it. The canonical circle is circle(p; r). There are operators to pick out the center of a circle,
ctr(circle(p; r)) reduces to p, and rad(circle(p; r)) reduces to r. We will also know informally that:

circle(p; r) == {x : Point| ∃r′ : Ray. origin(r′) = p & dest(r′) = x & ray(p;x) ' r}.
We can define the interior of a circle as the center and those points which are at a distance less than the
radius. The points on the circle are the circle, and the points outside are those whose distance from the
center are greater than the radius. We say that a circle belongs to the type of Figure.

There are the usual rectilineal figures in the type Figure, and we will define one of them below, triangles.
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Figure 4.

Angles An angle at p is formed by two non-collinear rays r1 and r2 emanating from p. The destination
points of the rays, dest(r1) and dest(r2) are used with p to name the angle as in angle(dest(r1), p, dest(r2))
or angle(dest(r2), p, dest(r1)), these are equal names for the same object in the type Angle.

If one of the rays r forming an angle at p is extended in the opposite direction from p on the line formed by
the ray, forming a new ray r′, then another angle is created at p, and this is called the adjacent angle to
the first one (also the complement to the first).

Interior angles are defined in terms of two lines l1 and l2 (generated by rays r1 and r2) respectively and a
ray r intersecting both lines, say l1 at p1, and l2 at p2, say l1 above l2 in the direction of r. Consider the
adjacent angles on the right side of r at p1, say a′

1 and a1 and the adjacent angles on the right side of r at
p2, say a2 and a′

2. The angles between the lines l1 and l2 are called the interior angles. Let a1 be the
interior angle at p1 and a2 the interior angle at p2. See Figure 4 below where we arranged that the interior
angles are a1 and a2.

Extracts In computational type theory [ABC+06] and related logics, e.g. [Sch06, BC04], axioms and
theorems come with terms that express their computational content. This is a feature of the
propositions-as-types semantics for type theory as systematized by deBruijn [dB94] and Martin-Löf [ML82].
The axioms for Euclidean geometry come with these extracts. Here is a simple example. If we claim that
there is a point on a given line l, we can write ∃p : Point. (p on l) and to witness this claim there should be
a term in the logic for the point p and a term witnessing that (p on l). The witness for the point could be
point{a : atom}, and if the witness for its being on l is the term pf , then we would write the following to
show that a certain ordered pair is a witness to the claim:

∃p : Point. (p on l) extract pair(point{a : atom}; pf).

In much of what follows, the witness for relations such as (p on l) and equality relations such as p = q will
simply be the term axiom which tells us that the witness is primitive and carries no computational
information, i.e. is “axiomatic”.

Many of the extracts in the axioms are functions, and they are given using lambda notation, so for
example, λ(x. x) is the notation for the identity function. This notation is especially simple for the first
axiom where the extract is simply a function that takes two points p1 and p2 as inputs and then takes some
proof neq that the points are not equal, and returns a ray connecting the points and two axiomatic
equalities about how to obtain the origin and destination of the ray.
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5.2 Euclid-like Axioms

Axiom 1 To draw a straight line segment from any point to any other point.
∀p1, p2 : Point. p1 6= p2 ⇒ ∃r : Ray. origin(r) = p1 & dest(r) = p2.
extract λ(p1, p2.λneq. pair(ray(p1; p2); pair(axiom; axiom))).

Axiom 2 To produce a finite line continuously in a straight line.
∀r : Ray. ∃l : Line. ∀p : Point. (p on r ⇒ p on l). extract λ(r. pair(line(r));λ(p. λ(hyp. axiom))).

The line l is oriented by the ray r whose origin and destination are two points on l. We define the relations
p right l and p left l with reference to the direction of r.

We can prove Euclid’s axiom by using the segment given by the ray, namely

∀s : Seg. ∃l : Line. ∀p : Point. (p on s ⇒ p on l). extract λ(s. pair(line(r));λ(p. λ(hyp. axiom))).

Axiom 3 To describe a circle with any center and distance.
∀p : Point. ∀r : Ray. ∃c : Figure. c = circle(p; r). extract λ(p. λ(r. pair(circle(p; r); axiom)).

Axiom 4 That all right angles are equal to one another.
∀p : Point. ∀r1, r2 : {x : Ray|origin(x) = p}. (dest(r1) 6= dest(r2) & not(colinear(p, dest(r1), dest(r2))) ⇒
∃a : Angle. ∀a′ : Angle. (right(a) & right(a′) ⇒ a = a′in Angle)).
extract λ(p.λ(r1, r2.λ(andhyp. pair(angle(dest(r2), p, dest(r1));λ(a′. λ(h. axiom)))))).

Axiom 5 If ray r intersects segments l1 and l2 such that the interior angles on the same side of r are less
than right angles, then l1 and l2 intersect on the side where the angles are less than right.

∀r : Ray. ∀l1, l2 : Seg. (r intersects l1 at p1) & (r intersects l2 at p2) & (interior angles a1, a2 are acute) ⇒
∃p : Point. intersect(l1; l2; p) & p right r.
extract λ(r. λ(l1, l2. λ(hyp. pair(nonparallel(l1; l2); axiom)))).

Axiom 6 Continuity Euclid did not have this axiom nor anything equivalent to any of the cases of the
axiom. Only two cases are given and only informally because these versions of continuity may not be the
most general approach, though they match the important work of W. Killing [Kil93].

Let l be a line determined by a ray r and let p be a point on the left of l and q a point on the right, then
the segment connecting p and q intersects l in a point which has the primitive name ipoint(r; p; q).

Let C1 and C2 be two circles such that a point of C2 is inside C1 and the center is outside, and let r be a
ray connecting the center of C1 to the center of C2, then C1 and C2 intersect in exactly two points, one on
the left of r and one on the right of r. These points are called leftcpt(c1; c2; r) and rightcpt(c1; c2; r).

5.3 Theorems

The first proposition in Euclid’s Elements is the construction of an equilateral triangle. The construction
can be used to bisect a side of the triangle.

A triangle is a figure with three sides, a three sided rectilinear figure. We say that a list of three rays a, b, c
forms a triangle iff the dest(a) is origin(b), the dest(b) is origin(c), and the dest(c) is origin(a). The
triangle is equilateral iff a ' b ' c. Euclid says “On a given finite straight line to construct an
equilateral triangle.”

Proposition 1 ∀r : Ray. ∃T : Figure. (EquilateralTriangle(T ) & ∀s : {x : Ray|side(T, x)}. s ' r).
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Proof
Let a be origin(r) and b be dest(r), thus r = ray(a; b). Using Axiom 3 construct circles
circle(a; r), circle(b; r), call them A and B. Notice that a is inside A and on circle B, thus the condition for
invoking Axiom 6 on circles is satisfied.

By continuity, Axiom 6, there are two points p and q at which the circles meet, let p be
leftcpt(circle(a; r); circle(b; r); r); now form the rays by Axiom 1 ray(b; p) and ray(p; a). These two rays
along with ray(a; b) form a triangle T . If we write r as ray(a; b) then T is [ray(a; b), ray(b; p), ray(p; a)] and
the triangle property is easily checked by inspecting the endpoints of the rays. Notice that each of ray(b; p)
and ray(p; a) is a radius of one of the circles,thus they are each congruent to ray(a; b), thus T is equilateral.
Qed

Notice that the extract of the theorem is a triangle. The first ray in the list is r, the second ray, called
ray(b; p) is constructed from dest(r) and leftcpt(circle(a; r); circle(b; r); r). The term for the second ray is
ray(dest(r); leftcpt(circle(origin(r); r))); circle(dest(r); r); r) for the second ray. The third ray is similar.
We can see the structure of the construction from the terms.

We can find the midpoint of a ray by bisecting it, using a construction like the one we just described.
∀r : Ray. ∃p : Point. between(origin(r); p; dest(r)) & ray(origin(r); p) ' ray(p; dest(r)). By repeating this
construction we can create an unbounded sequence of points on any ray, segment, or line.

We can provide proofs like this for many propositions in Euclid’s books I through IV. Using the ideas of
Section 6, we can give constructive proofs for all theorems of these books.

5.4 Reduction to Points and to Numbers

We have presented the concepts in a style similar to Euclid’s. A more modern approach would be to build
everything from the type Point in the manner of Tarski [TG99]. We would define a ray to be an ordered
pair of distinct points. We could avoid segments altogether, and take a line to be a pair of points with a
tag, distinguishing it from a ray. A circle is a tagged pair of point and ray. Rectilineal figures are lists of
rays. Angles would be defined as two pairs of points thought of as rays with a common origin.

Once we have settled on a single primitive type of points, it is easy to reduce the theory further to numbers
by defining a point to be a constructive real number a la Bishop. In this analytical geometry, point, line
and angle equality would not be decidable. We could not decide whether a point was on a line or whether
two lines met at a point.

However, just as with Kurt’s work on Leda, we can consider the option to use constructive algebraic
numbers for points. In this case the whole theory changes dramatically because it is known that equality
on these numbers is decidable. We discuss this point in the next section.

6 Logical Issues in Constructive Euclid-like Geometry

Euclid was very careful in his choice of propositions and proofs. There is no proposition saying “Given two
line segments AB and BC, to decide whether they are congruent.” Nor does he try to prove that one can
decide whether a given angle is a right angle, nor does he try to compare angles. He does not try to decide
whether points are equal or whether a point is on a line or whether given two circles with the same center
one is inside another. If any one of these questions could be decided, they all could be.

It appears as if he confines himself to statements that can be proved constructively and that he is centrally
concerned with construction. However, not all of his proofs are constructive because he uses reductio
absurdum to prove positive statements, and he argues by cases when it is not possible to decide among the
cases.

The definitions and axioms above are all interpreted in Computational Type Theory (CTT) [ABC+06], the
type theory implemented by Nuprl. So it is a fully constructive theory, thus not all of the theorems from
the Elements books I to IV can be proved in this theory, but many can be. It is a genuinely constructive
core of the Elements.
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In reading Kurt’s work in Leda, I came to realize that we could extend this theory by changing the
definition of the elements of Points to name them with the constructive algebraic numbers, point{a : real},
precisely the numbers of the Leda type real. By doing this we have a theory Constructive Euclid.

Result In Constructive Euclid, all plane geometry theorems of the Elements can be constructively
proved because equality of points, lines, angles, and circles are all decidable. These relations are decidable
because of the results of Bishop’s development of the constructive complex numbers and the 1978 result of
Julian, Mines, and Richman [JMR78] that equality of algebraic numbers is decidable.

This Constructive Euclid-like Geometry would lead to many new theorems and to shorter proofs of existing
theorems in the Elements, and all results would be fully constructive. I am now examining this theory with
an eye to formalizing and implementing parts, just for the joy of it. Such a theory would follow the spirit
and axiomatization of Euclid but use at its base a constructive logic and a richer set of constructions
beyond straightedge and compass that would involve effective measuring and comparing.
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